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ABSTRACT

The effect of a baroclinic mean flow on long oceanic Rossby waves is studied using a combination of
analytical and numerical solutions of the eigenvalue problem. The effect is summarized by the value of the
nondimensional number

R2 � �
N2h

f 2Uz

when the mean flow shear keeps a constant sign throughout the water column. Because previous studies
have shown that no interaction occurs if the mean flow has the shape of the first unperturbed mode (the
non–Doppler shift effect), an implicit assumption in the application of the present work to the real ocean
is that the relative projections of the mean flow on the second and higher modes remain approximately
constant. Because R2 is large at low latitudes between 10° and 30° (the southern branches of subtropical
gyres or the regions of surface westward shear), the phase speed of the first mode is very slightly decreased
from the no mean flow standard theory case. Between 30° and 40° latitudes (the northern branches of the
subtropical gyres or the regions of surface eastward shear), R2 is O(10) and the westward phase speed can
increase significantly (up to a factor of 2). At still higher latitudes when R2 is O(1) a critical transition occurs
below which no discrete Rossby waves are found that might explain the absence of observations of zonal
propagations at latitudes higher than 50°. Our case studies, chosen to represent the top-trapped and
constant-sign shear profiles of observed mean flows, all show the importance of three main effects on the
value of the first baroclinic mode Rossby wave speed: 1) the meridional gradient of the quantity N2/f (where
N is the buoyancy frequency) rather than that of the potential vorticity fN2; 2) the curvature of the mean
flow in the vertical direction, which appears particularly important to predict the sign of the phase speed
correction to the no-mean-flow standard theory case: increase (decrease) of the westward phase speed when
the surface-intensified mean flow is eastward (westward); and 3) a weighted vertical average of the mean
flow velocity, acting as a Doppler-shift term, which is small in general but important to determine the
precise value of the phase speed.

1. Introduction

The adjustment of the ocean to varying atmospheric
forcing is carried out by Rossby waves whose properties
have been widely studied. Although the interaction of
such waves with mean flows lies at the heart of ocean
circulation theories (e.g., Pedlosky 1996), it is always
difficult to put the discussion on an observational basis
given the difficulty of observing these slow, large-scale
waves. The long-wave limit (for wavelengths large in
comparison with the internal Rossby radius of defor-

mation) was given renewed attention when using
Ocean Topography Experiment (TOPEX)/Poseidon
satellite altimetry, Chelton and Schlax (1996) showed
westward propagations of sea surface heights with
wavelengths of several hundreds of kilometers and pe-
riods of several hundred days that fit into the range of
scales of long baroclinic Rossby waves. Standard long
Rossby wave theory, however, was judged unable to
rationalize the observed “too fast” propagation speeds
between 15° and 50° of latitude, say. At lower latitudes
the long-wave hypothesis is certainly not appropriate
and dispersion effects become important (Chang and
Philander 1989). At higher latitudes the zonal propaga-
tions of large-scale anomalies are simply not observed.
A complete review was carried out recently by Fu and
Chelton (2000), which includes both the satellite obser-
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vations and the much earlier propagations of thermal
signals observed for the most part in the North Pacific.
Again the conclusion was that the standard theory un-
derestimated the observed phase speeds of midlatitude
upper thermal anomalies.

Given the order of magnitude of these observed
phase speeds that become close to surface mean oce-
anic speeds as the latitude is increased, a wave–mean
flow interaction has to be expected. The first solution
that comes to mind is perhaps the boundary-trapped
wave, which owes its existence to the presence of a
horizontal (and of course vertical) temperature gradi-
ent. On the f plane, this interesting wave, trapped at the
upper boundary, does not propagate with the surface
mean velocity but instead with the velocity at a Rossby
height from the surface, the Rossby height being f/
NKH (with KH the horizontal wavenumber; see Gill
1982, p. 550). However for scales of interest large com-
pared to the Rossby radius, the Rossby height exceeds
the ocean depth and the solution does not apply
readily. In this limit the upper wave interacts with a
similar bottom wave to build up the Eady unstable
wave. Furthermore, the large scale also implies the im-
portance of the spherical shape of the earth. Schopp
(1988) extended the long Rossby wave theory with a
two-layer model to study the combined effects of a
barotropic mean flow and nonlinearities whose origins
lie in the finite displacement of the interface. However,
far from western boundaries the barotropic circulations
are too low to significantly influence the phase speed of
the first mode. Killworth et al. (1997) extended the
standard long Rossby wave theory to include a baro-
clinic mean flow. From the climatology of the World
Ocean, they computed the geostrophic zonal flow and
solved the eigenvalue problem locally over a flat bot-
tom. Among all eigenvalues, they selected the one with
the least value of the real part of the phase speed (i.e.,
the fastest westward wave propagation) and concluded
that the presence of baroclinic mean flows was suffi-
cient to account for the majority of satellite altimetry
observed phase speeds. A different explanation by
Tailleux and Mc Williams (2000, 2001) proposed that
the factor of about 2 discrepancy between theory and
observations was due to the fact that the waves did not
feel the bottom of the ocean, the so-called pressure
compensation hypothesis through which the wave pres-
sure vanishes at the bottom. This effect is similar to the
opening of one of the ends of a vibrating pipe so that
the gravest mode fits one-quarter (instead of one-half)
wavelength along the pipe. However the central ques-
tion that remains with this theory is just the physical
explanation for “opening the pipe.” Although this hy-
pothesis is difficult to accept at first sight, Rhines (1977)
indicated that it emerges naturally when topographic
slopes are so strong as to exceed the � effect, while
Samelson (1992) suggests this may also happen over
rough topography. Killworth and Blundell (1999) used
Wentzel–Kramers–Brillouin theory to study the effect a

slowly varying topography on baroclinic rays and con-
cluded that this effect, while important locally, is unim-
portant on average because it slows down and speeds
up the waves alternatively. In spite of this, Killworth
and Blundell (2003a,b) found the topographic effect to
improve the theory of Killworth et al. (1997) in which
the phase speeds were still too low. As a possible ex-
planation for this somewhat intriguing role of topogra-
phy, it is important to realize that Killworth and Blun-
dell (1999) did not systematically look in this case at the
fastest wave present in the system, so their conclusion
should be regarded with caution; see Tailleux (2003) for
further discussion. In fact, a full understanding of to-
pographic effects probably requires a theory valid for
both the small scales as well as the large scales of the
topography, given the above indications that small scales
may also systematically speed up first baroclinic Rossby
waves in the way described by the bottom pressure com-
pensation theory of Tailleux and McWilliams (2001).

Although Killworth et al’s (1997) inclusion of a baro-
clinic mean flow (and possibly of topography; see Kill-
worth and Blundell 2003a,b) looks decisive, their global
climatological calculation of phase speeds does not ex-
plain why the ocean shows such sensitivities. Dewar
(1998) discussed the solutions of a three-layer quasi-
geostrophic model driven by a combination of steady
and oscillatory forcing to show that the corrections to
the standard theory were cyclonic, decreasing (increas-
ing) the phase speeds at low (high) latitudes in the sub-
tropical gyre, against the sense due to the Doppler shift
associated with the anticyclonic circulation of the gyre.
He attributed the sign of this peculiar effect to the ver-
tical shear distribution of his steady flow and empha-
sized that three layers were the minimum to show this
effect. A similar model was used by de Szoeke and
Chelton (1999) to study the effect of a vanishing mean
potential vorticity gradient in the middle layer, an as-
sumption supported on several theoretical and obser-
vational grounds. They were able to demonstrate that
their mean flow configuration led to an increase of the
westward phase speeds in agreement with the Killworth
et al. (1997) remark about the importance of second-
mode structure in the mean flow. The 21⁄2-layer model
was further analyzed by Liu (1999), who identified the
eigenvalues for all combinations of the shear. He de-
scribes the first mode as an N mode, a non–Doppler
shift mode and the second mode as an A mode, an
advective mode as well as an unstable Green mode
which is not our subject here. The N (A) modes are
weakly (strongly) mean shear dependent. Liu finds that
the strongest wave speed enhancements are found in
the case of a surface eastward flow (N mode) and for
the case of a subsurface westward flow (A mode). He
identifies a lack of wave speed enhancement for the N
mode in surface westward flows, which is in contrast
with the results of Killworth et al.’s (1997) continuously
stratified study. We also mention the different charac-
ter of the studies by Spydell and Cessi (2003) and Ben
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Jelloul and Huck (2003), whose objectives are to com-
pute the global modes of an ocean basin instead of the
local modes as in previous studies. Applications to two-
layer, idealized mean circulations have already been
done, but further extension to more realistic situations
have the drawbacks of requiring the full knowledge of
the horizontal and vertical structure of a mean basin
circulation, which solutions can only be provided from
general circulation models with all the inherent diffi-
culties of such an approach.

In the spirit of the above three-layer studies, the ob-
jective of the present work is to gain an improved un-
derstanding of the wave–mean flow interaction in the
continuously stratified case through a combination of
analytical and numerical solutions of idealized cases.
We will show that, when the sign of the vertical shear of
the mean flow is constant, the interaction is governed
by the parameter

R2 �
�N2h

f 2Uz

,

which is the ratio of � to its topographic equivalent
induced by the slopes fUz/N2 of the mean density sur-
faces. Applying this result to the real ocean would re-
quire the implicit assumption that the relative projec-
tions of the mean flow on the second and higher baro-
clinic modes remain approximately constant from one
region to the next since only these projections contrib-
ute to the modification of phase speed because of the
so-called non–Doppler shift effect (e.g., Killworth et al.
1997; Dewar 1998; Liu 1999). This restriction is neces-
sary because clearly the parameter R2 alone cannot de-
termine entirely the propagation characteristics of the
baroclinic modes. Present observations suggest that the
family of single-signed surface intensified mean shear is
an important one to study: it will be our primary ob-
jective. Given the observations of westward propaga-
tion and the importance of dealing with nondispersive
waves if the plane wave restriction is to be avoided, we
restrict the mean flow to be purely zonal. Analytical
results are first presented for cases of uniform stratifi-
cation and linear shear (section 3) for which R2 is con-
stant throughout the ocean column, and then for a
piecewise constant shear and buoyancy frequency (sec-
tion 4) for which R2 is piecewise constant over depth,
being finite (infinite) in the upper (deep) ocean. Nu-
merical solutions are given in section 5 for observed
mean flow and stratification typical of midlatitudes.
The analysis shows that a significant increase in west-
ward phase speeds is limited to intermediate values of
R2 between 1 and 10 with the sign corrections as pre-
dicted earlier by Dewar (1998) and Liu (1999). Such
values of R2 correspond in the ocean to a rather narrow
latitudinal window between, say, 30° and 50°. The
modal structures for buoyancy are very much top
trapped so that long period variability, if interpreted as
such free modes, is likely to be present only in the first
few hundred meters near the surface. Section 6 is a

discussion of the previous results in the light of an equa-
tion that gives the phase speed as depth integrals over
the eigenfunctions. It is then possible to isolate the role
of the mean flow curvature.

2. Governing equations

Conservation of buoyancy imply that the linearized
perturbations of a mean zonal flow U associated with
mean buoyancy B obey on the sphere:

�b�

�t
� U

�b�

a cos���
�

��

a

�B

��
� w�

�B

�z
� 0, �1�

where buoyancy (�g�/�0) and velocity have been writ-
ten out as

u � u� � Ui �i zonal unit vector� and

b � b� � B��, z�,

� is longitude, 	 is latitude, z is increasing upward, and
a is the radius of the earth. Since both mean and per-
turbations obey the planetary geostrophic equations
(geostrophy, hydrostatics, and incompressible fluid as-
sumptions), we have

fk 
 u � ��p��0, �2�

whose curl gives

�� � fwz. �3�

Welander (1970) suggested the use of a new variable,
M, such that

p��0 � Mz. �4�

With the use of (2) and (4), (3) can be integrated in the
vertical direction (assuming that w is zero at the bot-
tom) to give

w �
�

f 2

M�

a cos�
. �5�

Hydrostatic pressure allows one to relate b and M:

b � Mzz. �6�

All dependent variables in (1) are now expressed in
terms of the single variable M. After replacing Bz by N2

and after using the thermal wind to relate Uz and B	,
(1) becomes the linearized form of Welander’s M equa-
tion:

�� · · ·
�t

�
U

a cos�

� · · ·
�� �M�zz � Uz

M�z�

a cos�
�

�N2

f 2

M�

a cos�

� 0. �7�

This equation has no meridional derivatives so that
dependence in 	 is parametric and waves, if any, are
restricted to propagate zonally. Periodic solutions in
longitude eim� at a given latitude 	0 are rewritten for sim-
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plicity as e ikx, where x � a cos	0� and k � m/(a cos	0).
With M� � Re [�(z) eik(x�ct)], (7) reduces to

�U � c�	zz � Uz	z �
�N2

f 2 	 � 0. �8�

Since (8) is independent of k (or m), the waves are
nondispersive. Zero vertical velocity imposed at top
and bottom requires

	 � 0 at z � 0 and �H. �9�

Relation (4) enforces the waves to be baroclinic, that
is, to have vanishing vertical integrals of pressure and
horizontal velocity. Equations (8) and (9) formulate the
Killworth et al. (1997) eigenvalue problem for the
eigenvalues c, which are determined up to a constant,
the amount of barotropic zonal flow1 that can be freely
added to the system. While the third term is the familiar
Rossby wave term, the second, the mean shear, can be
gauged against the third by scaling the z dependence in
perturbations with h a vertical scale (which is of order
H for the gravest modes but may be much smaller than
H for the higher modes):

�U � c

U

�	

 � 	
 � R2	 � 0, �10�

where  � z/h. Equation (10) reveals the central di-
mensionless number of this study:

R2 �
�N2h

f 2Uz

,

which is the ratio of the scale of the Rossby wave speed
�N2h/2/f 2 over the velocity variation of the mean flow
hUz across the perturbation scale. It shows readily
whether the mean flow variations are important. This
parameter is also the ratio of � to its topographic
equivalent caused by the slope fUz/N2 of density sur-
faces. It is essentially the strong latitudinal dependence
�/f 2 (as cos	/sin2	) that controls the value of R2 in the
ocean. Figure 1 shows that for typical large-scale circu-
lation shears and first-mode structure (h � H), R2 is
indeed large at low latitudes to become order 1 at mid-
latitudes. It is then expected that the effect of the mean
shear while negligible at low latitudes becomes stronger
as the latitude increases. Since R2 decreases with
smaller h values, one may also expect that the mean
flow influence becomes progressively more important
for the higher modes. Given its significance, this param-
eter is not new and has appeared in various other con-
texts. Here R2 can be written as the ratio h/hp, where
hp (� f 2Uz/�N2) has appeared in the literature as the
vertical scale of the wind-driven ocean circulation
(Young and Rhines 1982) and as the vertical scale of

the most unstable wave in Charney’s baroclinic insta-
bility problem (see Held 1978).

The eigenvalue problem, (8) and (9), has quite a va-
riety of solutions. If c is real and lies in the range of U
values, the point where U � c is singular and the solu-
tion may not be well behaved. The spectrum of eigen-
values is said to be continuous as any c in the interval
[Umin, Umax] may serve to construct a solution. If c is
real and lies outside this interval, discrete (isolated)
eigenvalues may be found but (8) is not of Sturm–
Liouville type, and so there is no proof of a complete
spectrum of such discrete eigenvalues. There remains
the possibility that c be complex. Such possibilities were
raised by Colin de Verdière (1986), Cavallini et al.
1988, and de Szoeke (1999). Colin de Verdière and
Huck (1999) have argued that such instabilities are im-
portant in the western regimes of numerical ocean
models forced by fixed fluxes of buoyancy at the sur-
face. Given the focus on the steady waves in the ocean
interior, these complex modes are not discussed any
further in the present study.

3. The constant shear case and constant N case

For general stratification and background mean flow,
the solution of the eigenvalue problem, (8) and (9),
cannot usually be expressed in closed analytical form
and, hence, must be computed numerically, as done
previously by Killworth et al. (1997). With regards to
physical understanding, however, the numerical ap-
proach has the obvious shortcomings of not providing
much insight into the particular characteristics of the
background mean flow and stratification that are im-
portant for the propagation of the first baroclinic mode.
In this respect, analytical solutions are often of invalu-
able help, even when some of their features are unre-

1 This effect amounts to a small Doppler shift because the baro-
tropic velocity is usually much smaller than the first-mode Rossby
wave speed.

FIG. 1. The parameter R2 � �N2h/f 2Uz is shown as a function of
latitude for Uz � 10�5 s�1, h � 4000 m, and N � 2 
 10�3 s�1. The
open circles are surface values of R2 for North Atlantic climato-
logical data in the longitudinal band 45°–36°W and 5° latitudes
ranges centered at 17°, 22°, 27°, 32°, 37°, 42°, and 47°N.
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alistic. The constant shear case, discussed first, belongs
to that category. Physically, the salient feature of this
case is the vanishing of the curvature Uzz. This makes
the westward and eastward cases symmetric and the
first-mode phase speed c slower than standard for all
values of the shear. It follows that, to introduce an
asymmetry between the westward and eastward cases
and allow for a speed-up of the waves, a nonzero value
of Uzz is essential. Building on the constant shear case,
we introduce in section 4 the model with two piecewise
constant values of the shear (a delta function Uzz),
which shows the same qualitative behavior as more re-
alistic mean flows.

a. Model formulation and adimensionalization

To make the equations dimensionless, it is conve-
nient to use as a velocity scale the speed of the first
mode baroclinic Rossby waves in absence of shear. For
a constant buoyancy frequency N and ocean depth H,
this speed is given by

c0 �
�N2H2

f 2�2 .

The baroclinic mean flow is taken as U � Uz(z � H/2).
Introducing the following dimensionless quantities:

U � c0Ũ, c � �c0�, 
 �
z

H
, Uz �

c0

H
Ũ
,

R2 �
�2

Ũ


, 
c �
1
2

�
�R2

�2 , and

� �
�2

R2 �
c �
1
2 �,

the following factor becomes, for a constant shear,

U � c

Uz
� H�
 �

1
2

�
�

Ũ


� � H�
 � 
c�,

allowing one to rewrite (10) as

�
 � 
c�	

 � 	
 � R2	 � 0, �11�

where R2 is a positive constant for the eastward shear
case that we consider first.

b. Reduction to a Schrödinger equation

Giving attention to the discrete modes, �c lies,
then, outside the depth interval [�1, 0]: (i) If  � C �
0 then �C � �1 (eigenvalues c are negative), a new
dependent variable � is introduced:

	 � �
 � 
c�
1�2.

Equation (11) becomes



 � ��3�4 � R2�
 � 
C�

�
 � 
C�2 � � 0. �12�

There is a similarity in (12) with a Schrödinger equation
in a potential

V�
� �
3�4 � R2�
 � 
C�

�
 � 
C�2 ,

but the problem is more difficult because the eigenval-
ues “C” do not appear linearly. The potential is a well
and oscillatory solutions exist for  above the turning
point that occurs at  � �c � (3/4)R�2. Discrete
eigenvalues are to be expected.

(ii) If  � C � 0, then �C � 0 (eigenvalues c are
positive) and one introduces instead

	 � ���
 � 
c��
1�2,

(11) becomes



 � �3�4 � R2�
 � 
C�

�
 � 
C�2 � � 0.

The coefficient of � is now strictly negative and
nonoscillatory solutions for � will not allow for the ex-
istence of eigenvalues.

c. Reduction to a Bessel equation of order 2

Returning to case i, there is another transformation
of (11) that allows a closed form expression for the
solutions in terms of Bessel functions if � is trans-
formed as

	�
� � t2H�t�,

where t � 2( � c)
1/2 when  � c � 0. One obtains

t2Ḧ � tḢ � ��4 � R2t2�H � 0, �13�

where the Bessel equation of order 2 is recognized. Its
general solution, satisfying the upper boundary condi-
tion, takes the form

H�t� � J2�Rt0�Y2�Rt� � Y2�Rt0�J2�Rt�

(up to a multiplicative constant), where t0 � 21/2
c , or, in

terms of ,

	�
� � �
 � 
c��J2�2R
c
1�2�Y2�2R�
 � 
c�

1�2�

� Y2�2R
c
1�2�J2�2R�
 � 
c�

1�2��.

Applying the bottom boundary condition provides the
eigenvalue equation that is the dispersion relation:

J2�Rt0�Y2�Rtb� � Y2�Rt0�J2�Rtb� � 0, �14�

where Rt0 and Rtb are related to the dimensionless
eigenvalue � by

Rt0 � 2R�1
2

�
�R2

�2 �1�2

and Rtb � 2R�1
2

�
�R2

�2 �1�2

.

Equation (14) represents an implicit equation for �,
which in general must be solved numerically. Note here
that we only consider the case without a critical layer.
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For an eastward shear, this imposes the constraint on
the parameter Rtb to remain positive, and hence

� �
�2

2R2 . �15�

This relation defines a critical curve �c(R2) � �2/2R2

below which no stable discrete solution will be found
(the possibility of unstable discrete modes and of con-
tinuous spectrum solutions is left for a further study).
The dispersion curves in presence of shear flow are
easily visualized by plotting the zero isovalue in a con-
tour plot of (14) computed as a function of � and R2.
These dispersion curves are depicted in Fig. 2 onto
which we also superimposed the critical curve �c(R2) �
�2/2R2. As expected, discrete stable modes are found to
the right of this critical curve. Only the first three baro-
clinic modes are visible with decreasing values of � on
the figure. The first baroclinic mode appears slower
than the standard phase speed for all values of R2, while
all the higher baroclinic modes are faster than their
zero mean flow counterparts, as rationalized below.

Considering the westward-flow case, it can be shown
that the problem is perfectly symmetric for the east-
ward and westward shear cases and that the eigenvalues
are therefore identical. The eigenfunctions differ how-
ever, increasing (decreasing) toward the surface in the
surface eastward (westward) mean flow cases.

d. Asymptotics expression for large R2

To better understand the behavior of the modes, we
computed asymptotic expressions of � for large R2 us-
ing Mathematica. The computations, algebraically

demanding, are not reproduced. The final result is
given by

� �
1

p2 �1 �
p2�2�p2�2 � 15�

16R4 �
135p4�4

256R8 � O� 1

R16��,

�16�

where p (the mode number) is an integer. To obtain this
result, we made use of the following series expansion
for the order-2 Bessel functions:

J2�x� �� 2
�x�A�x�cos�5�

4
� x�� B�x�sin�5�

4
� x��

and

Y2�x� �� 2
�x�B�x�cos�5�

4
� x�� A�x�sin�5�

4
� x��,

where the functions A and B are given by

A�x� � 1 �
105

128x2 �
10 395

32 768x4 � O� 1

x6� and

B�x� �
15
8x

�
315

1024x3 �
135 135

262 144x5 � O� 1

x7�.

Equation (16) shows that the altered phase speed can
be expressed as a regular series expansion in powers of
R4 and hence that, as expected, the result is indepen-
dent of the sign of the shear. Furthermore, it is seen
that the leading-order coefficient is negative for p � 1,
but positive for higher values of p. The formula there-
fore predicts a systematic slow down of the first baro-
clinic mode, but a systematic speed up of all higher
baroclinic modes for small shear. These asymptotic re-
sults shown in Fig. 2 are excellent, even for rather small
values of R2.

Each dispersion curve meets the critical curve at a
particular value of R2 � R2

p. Because of the singular
behavior of Y2 near zero, the intersection points must
be such that J2(Rpt0) � 0, in addition to be on the
above-mentioned critical curve. In this case there is a
critical point just at the bottom (c � 1, t0 � 2) so that
the critical values of Rp are given by Rp � j2p/2, where
j2p are the zeros of the Bessel function J2 ( j2p� 5.135 62,
8.417 24, and 11.619 84 obtained from Abramowitz and
Stegun 1962). The result is summarized in Table 1 for
the first three modes. It is readily seen from this table
that the influence of a mean shear on Rossby modes
increases markedly with the mode number and that
even very small shears can suppress high Rossby
modes.

FIG. 2. Dispersion curves (thin lines) for the constant-shear case
showing the phase speed � of the baroclinic modes, normalized by
the speed of the zero mean flow first baroclinic mode, as a func-
tion of R2. The thick solid line represents the critical curve �c from
(15), while the thick dashed lines represent the first-order ap-
proximation for the first two baroclinic modes, computed from
(16). The points where the thin solid lines meet the thick solid
critical curve are given in Table 1 and represent the places where
the stable discrete modes cease to exist.

TABLE 1. Summary for the first three modes.

p

1 2 3

R2
p 6.59 17.7 33.755

p2�p 0.75 1.114 1.316
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Let us summarize the results.

• When the shear is moderate, the mean flow correc-
tion slows down the first baroclinic mode irrespective
of the sign of the shear but speeds up all the higher
modes that are increasingly sensitive to shear.

• When the shear becomes larger a cut off appears
when R2 becomes O(1). Below a critical value of R2

(which is different for each mode), the stable discrete
mode ceases to exist and leave the room for the con-
tinuous spectrum solutions and/or unstable discrete
ones.

4. A model with piecewise constant shear and N

The symmetry between eastward and westward
shears, as well as the systematic slowdown of the first
baroclinic mode, are not observed for realistic mean
flows, as is apparent from the results of Killworth et al.
(1997), for instance. In this respect, a constant shear
does not appear to approximate correctly the effect of
a realistic background mean flow on the propagation of
first mode baroclinic Rossby waves. On the other hand,
we believe that it explains in an essentially correct way
the disappearance of the baroclinic modes at low R2

values (i.e., with increased shear or higher latitudes) for
westward shears. Indeed, we show below that the east-
ward shear case allows the stable discrete modes to
exist over a much broader range of shears in addition to
show a systematic speedup of the first-baroclinic waves.

To improve upon the constant shear case treated pre-
viously, the simplest modification that comes to mind is
to assume the constant shear to be restricted to the
upper ocean, for z between �h and 0, say, with a con-
stant horizontal velocity in the deep ocean. With regard
to the buoyancy frequency, the problem remains ana-
lytically tractable if two different values are assumed in
the upper and lower ocean, but the analytical expres-
sions for the phase speed become so complicated that
no real physical insight can be gained; for this reason,
we shall provide results only for the case where N2 is
constant throughout the water column, even though we
shall formulate the problem for the case with two dif-
ferent values.

a. Mathematical formulation of the problem

As before, the problem is made dimensionless by
using as a velocity scale the speed of the first baroclinic
mode in absence of shear. For a piecewise buoyancy
frequency, however, there is no simple expression for
such speed. Nevertheless, it is possible to write it down
formally as follows:

c0 � �2
�N0

2H2

f 2 ,

where we know that � reduces to 1/� for a buoyancy
frequency constant over the whole ocean depth. Ac-
cordingly, the parameter R is now defined as

R2 �
1

�2Ũ


,

where the shear is now different from zero only in the
upper ocean. The dimensionless velocity and dimen-
sionless buoyancy frequency � (normalized by its value
in the upper ocean) are chosen as

Ũ � Ũ
�
 � 
0�, � � 1, for �� � 
 � 0,

and

Ũ � Ũb, � � �b, for �1 � 
 � ��,

where 0 is determined by the constraint that the mean
flow be purely baroclinic:


0 � ��1 �
�

2�,

which implies

Ũb � �Ũ


�2

2
� �

�2

2�2R2 .

The eigenvalue problem can now be expressed for the
upper ocean (�h � z � 0) as

�
 � 
c�	

 � 	
 � R2	 � 0,


c � 
0 �
�

Ũ


� 
0 � ��2R2,

which is identical to the case studied in section 3 except
that the expression for c is now different.

For the lower ocean (�H � z � �h):

�Ũb � ��	

 �
�b

2

�2 	 � 0.

As in the previous case, we only deal with the case with
no critical level. To ensure that this is the case, the
quantity Ũ � � must be different from zero over the
whole depth interval. Since � is positive by construc-
tion, this implies that Ũb � � � 0 for eastward shear
(Ũ � 0) and that Ũ( � 0) � � � 0 for westward shear
(Ũ� � 0). It can be verified that this takes the form

� �
�2

2�2R2 for eastward shear �17a�

and

� �
��1 � ��2�

�2R0
2 for westward shear, �17b�

where R2
0 � �R2. The previous constant-shear case is

recovered for � � 1, in which case we also have � � 1/�,
and the condition becomes identical for eastward and
westward shears, as expected.

b. Dispersion relation and asymptotics

It is straightforward, although algebraically tedious,
to derive the dispersion relation for the piecewise con-
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stant shear and buoyancy frequency case. This disper-
sion is obtained by matching the solutions in the upper
and lower part by assuming the solution and its first
derivative to be continuous in the matching region. In
distinction to the previous case, the symmetry between
the westward and eastward cases is lost, and we need to
treat the two cases separately. The results are summa-
rized below:

For eastward shear, Ũ � 1/�2R2 � 0. In this case,
one shows that the dispersion relation can be written

�1 sin� � �b�2 cos� � 0, �18a�

where the quantities appearing in this expression are
given by

� �
�b�1 � ��

��� � Ũb�
,

�1 � Y2�Rt0�J1�Rtb� � J2�Rt0�Y1�Rtb� ,

�2 � Y2�Rt0�J2�Rtb� � J2�Rt0�Y2�Rtb� ,

Rt0 � 2R
c
1�2 � 2R2���2 �

�

R2 �1 �
�

2��1�2

, and

Rtb � 2R�
0 � 
c�
1�2 � 2R2���2 �

�2

2R2�1�2

.

For westward shear,

Ũ
 � �1���2R0
2� � 0, R0

2 � �R2.

The dispersion relation for the westward shear can be
expressed as

�1 sinX � �b�2 cosX � 0, �18b�

where now

R0t0 � 2R0��
c�
1�2 � 2R0

2���2 �
�

R0
2 �1 �

�

2��1�2

and

R0tb � 2R0���
0 � 
c��
1�2 � 2R0

2���2 �
�2

2R0
2�1�2

.

c. Asymptotics for large R2

As in the constant shear case, it is possible to derive
an asymptotic relation for � � c/cR for large R2 using
Mathematica. The computations being algebraically de-
manding, only the final result is given:

� �
1

p2 �1 �
3 sin2��p��

2R2 �
a2��, p�

R4 � · · ·� �19a�

or in terms of the dimensionless shear,

� �
1

p2 �1 �
3 sin2��p��

2�2 Ũ
 �
a2��, p�

�4 Ũ

2 � · · ·�,

�19b�

where a2(�, p) is analytically very complicated, and thus
not written down here. This coefficient is shown for the
first and second baroclinic modes in Fig. 3. As is seen,
a2(�, p) is negative for all values of � for the first-
baroclinic mode, but mostly positive for the second
baroclinic mode. The expressions (19a) and (19b),
which are valid for eastward as well as for westward
shears, show that to leading order the wave speeds are
increased by an eastward shear, but slowed down by a
westward shear.

The dispersion curves [i.e., the zero isovalue of (18a)
and (18b)], the critical curves (17a) and (17b), and the
first-order asymptotic expressions (19a) are all depicted
in Fig. 4 for the eastward and westward shear cases and
for the two particular values of � � 0.25 and � � 0.5.
Interestingly, it is seen that in the westward shear case
the systematic slowdown of the first baroclinic mode
and the vanishing of the higher baroclinic modes for
low values of R2 is essentially similar to that in the
constant shear case discussed in section 3. Only the
behavior of the higher baroclinic modes appear differ-
ent, being no longer systematically accelerated by the
mean flow. The eastward shear case, however, is mark-
edly different from the westward shear case: not only
do all baroclinic modes appear to be systematically ac-
celerated compared to their zero mean flow counter-
parts, but their domain of existence appears also much
broader with respect to the amplitude of the shear.

d. Discussion

We see first that the description of the mean flow
effect on the phase speed can be made in terms of the
dimensionless parameter R2 computed for the upper
part of the ocean, which answers the question of how
this parameter is to be estimated for the real ocean.
Second, it shows that the depth within which the maxi-
mum shear is confined plays a very important role and,
third, it introduces an asymmetry between westward
and eastward shears. There is indeed a broader domain
of existence of the discrete modes in the case of the
eastward shear than in the case of westward shear. It
follows that in such regions of westward shear any vari-
ability might express itself more easily with other
modes (unstable baroclinic modes and/or continuous
spectrum solutions). Furthermore, this theory suggests
the possibility to observe second (and perhaps higher)
baroclinic modes. Cipollini et al. (1997) claim to have
done so but their results have been questioned since
then. As will be seen in the next section and in spite of
an idealized nature, the model with a piecewise con-
stant shear and buoyancy frequency bears a close rela-
tionship with more realistic cases.

5. Observed vertical modes

The previous analysis has suggested that the effect of
the mean flow on phase speed is rather modest at low
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latitudes and that the first mode may cease to exist at
high latitudes. We give details to this picture by com-
puting numerically the discrete modes of the observed
circulation by solving (8) and (9). Killworth et al. (1997)
have calculated in this way the westward phase speeds
of the World Ocean in a pointwise manner, concluding
that the inclusion of the mean flow was important to
reconcile the factor of 2 (or so) difference between
Rossby wave theory and the altimetry-derived phase
speed (Chelton and Schlax 1996). With no intention to
be exhaustive, we restrict our computations to the cen-
tral parts of the North Atlantic excluding regions close
to continental boundaries for which the assumption of a
zonal mean flow would be a poor one. Brunt–Väisälä
frequency and zonal velocity from respectively Reynaud’s
Atlantic hydrology database and Legrand’s inverse analy-
sis have been spatially averaged in boxes of 5° latitude by
10° longitude. The vertical profiles have been interpo-
lated to 120 points uniformly spaced and the vertical av-
erage has been removed from the U velocity (Fig. 5). The
eigenvalue problem (8) and (9) has been solved using
Matlab routine “eig” producing 120 modes and eigen-
values. These modes have been sorted out into three
categories: discrete real modes whose c lies outside the
range of U velocities, continuous real modes whose c
lies inside the range of U velocities and complex modes
with complex values of c (which appear as complex con-
jugate pairs). The results that are shown hereafter be-
long only to the first category, the real discrete modes.

Figure 6 shows the phase speeds of the first mode for

the North Atlantic as a function of latitude (every 5°)
for the longitude interval 36°–45°W. The phase speeds
decrease northward following roughly the �/f 2 latitudi-
nal dependence of the parameter R2. However the cal-
culated speeds are above the �/f 2 curve by about 1
cm s�1 between 25° and 40°N. Variations in N and
depth have been tested to explain that increase but it
appears that only at 32°N can larger values of N explain
the departure. The rest presumably must come from
mean flow effects. To illustrate these effects, Fig. 7
shows the phase speed of the first two modes normal-
ized by the phase speed of the corresponding standard
Rossby wave mode (calculated similarly with the ob-
served stratification but with a U � 0 condition). For
latitudes less than 30°, the mean flow correction for the
first mode is rather small and decreases the phase speed
in spite of the westward direction of the surface mean
flow. At latitudes higher than 30°N in the region of
eastward surface flow, the correction becomes sizable
(increasing the westward phase speeds) reaching a fac-
tor of 2 near 45°–50°N. What about the higher modes?
First of all, only the second mode is usually present and
all higher discrete modes have disappeared except at
the lowest latitude (15°–20°N) or in regions where U is
quite small. When the second mode exists, the mean
flow effects are increasingly important and the phase
speed enhancement can reach a factor of 3 at the high-
est latitudes. The shape of the first mode is not very
different from the shape of the standard (U � 0)
Rossby mode. In both cases the vertical velocity has an

FIG. 3. The coefficient a2(�, p) for (left) p � 1 and (right) p � 2, as a function of �.
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extremum around 1500 m. Pressure (�z) is top trapped
with a ratio of surface to deep amplitudes of about 10.
Only the modal shape for buoyancy (which is the sec-
ond derivative of the vertical velocity) can depart some-
what from the standard case. The buoyancy is vanish-
ingly small at depth and starts increasing toward the

surface at a depth of about 500 m. The increase is steep
and can reach two orders of magnitude in the subtropi-
cal gyre with important consequences since tempera-
ture of the surface layers is the most commonly ob-
served climatological parameter. If anything, the mean
flow is observed to increase the top-trapped character

FIG. 4. The dispersion curves for the piecewise constant shear case, showing the phase speed of the baroclinic modes normalized by
the zero mean flow first baroclinic mode phase speed, as a function of R2, in the (top) westward shear case and (bottom) eastward shear
case for the particular values of (left) � � 0.25 and (right) � � 0.5. Also represented are the critical curves (17a) and (17b) (thick solid
line), as well as the first-order approximation computed from (19a) for the first two baroclinic modes (thick dashed lines). The main
notations, common to all panels, are depicted in the top-left panel.
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of these buoyancy waves that may play an important
role in long-term ocean variability.

To find out the sensitivity of these modes to the fun-
damental parameter R2, it is necessary to explore varia-
tions of the mean shear. This analysis has been made
for analytical (exponential) profiles that describe, albeit
very approximately, the climatological vertical struc-
ture of U and N. The mean flow shear is relatively
constant in the main thermocline between 200 and 500
m, but can vary rapidly near the surface. The shear is
usually small at depth but small-scale structure often
appears whose origin may come from insufficient data
averaging and vertical interpolation. With the objective
to represent only the large shear of the thermocline and
the weak shear at larger depth, exponential profiles of

U and N have been chosen, respectively, as U1eaz and
N0 � N1eaz (with aH � 8 and removing the vertical
average of U). Of course this choice does not exhaust
the possibilities: at a number of locations the mean flow
presents one or two extrema in the first 1000 m, which
seem robust, and such situations will require separate
analysis. The first discrete mode has been computed
numerically for various U1 keeping constant the Brunt–
Väisälä frequency profile (N0 � 7.8 
 10�3, N1 � 7.72

 10�4), depth (4000 m), and latitude (32°N). Both the
case of eastward and westward shear have been consid-
ered. The first-mode eigenvalue scaled by the corre-
sponding standard Rossby wave speed is shown in Fig.

FIG. 6. The first-mode phase speed for the seven latitude bands
defined in Fig. 5. The solid curve gives the cos	/sin2	 variation in
latitude, which seems to explain most of the variation in phase
speed.

FIG. 7. The ratio of the first- (o) and second- (�) mode phase
speed to the corresponding Rossby wave speed (U � 0 case). The
effect of the mean flow on the first mode appears to be limited to
the highest latitude band (42° and 47°N). The effect, which is
stronger for the second mode (when it exists), amounts to a 50%
increase at low latitudes and up to a factor of 3 for the highest
latitudes.

FIG. 5. The (a) mean zonal velocity and (b) Brunt–Väisälä frequency vertical profiles in the longitudinal band 45°–36°W
and 5° latitude ranges centered at 17°, 22°, 27°, 32°, 37°, 42°, and 47°N. Solid (dashed) lines in (a) are from latitude bands
lower (higher) than 30°N.
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8a against the nondimensional parameter R2 estimated
at the surface (with such exponential profiles of U and
N, the parameter R2 varies little from the surface to
2000 m but increases markedly near the bottom). The
eastward shear always increases the westward phase
speed, by very small amounts for R2 larger than 10 but
up to a factor of 3 when R2 approaches 1. A cutoff is
obtained for the existence of the first mode at a critical

R2 � 1.14. For westward shears, the westward phase
speeds are now decreased in comparison with the stan-
dard Rossby wave speed. The decrease is small for R2

larger than 100, increasing to about 20% when the criti-
cal value of R2 � 38.2 is approached. There is a strong
qualitative agreement between the results of the expo-
nential cases and of the piecewise constant shear ex-
plored previously. Both cases share the small phase

FIG. 8. Illustration of the first-mode phase speed for models of mean flow and stratification as a
function of the parameter R2 (evaluated at the surface). Variation of R2 is produced by varying the
surface amplitude of the mean flow keeping constant the vertical profile. The phase speed is normalized
by that of the zero mean flow case. (a) A subtropical case (30°N) for exponential stratification and
exponential eastward (�) and westward (o) current. (b) An Antarctic circumpolar case (50°S) with
vertical profiles of mean flow and stratification adapted to the ACC. The climatology gives surface
values of R2 � 4 well below the critical R2.
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speed decrease and high cutoff values for R2 when the
shear is westward and the stronger phase speed increase
and low cutoff values for R2 when the shear is eastward.

Where do the North Atlantic observations fit on that
sensitivity plot? We have not attempted to report the
data points of Fig. 7 because of the arbitrariness in
attempting to select values of R2 when it is obviously
not constant, even in the main thermocline. Near sur-
face values of R2 at latitudes less than 30°N for the
westward surface mean flow case range from 10 to 200,
and Fig. 8a shows that very small reductions in west-
ward phase speed are to be expected for the southern
branch of the subtropical gyre. At latitudes higher than
30°N surface mean flow becomes eastward with R2

ranging from 5 to 25, and so a factor of 2 enhancement
in phase speed is expected. At latitudes higher than
50°N, the first mode ceases to exist if R2 is less than one.
Given the crudeness of the exponential model, we can
only say that the sensitivities shown by the model agree
qualitatively well with the observations in Fig. 7. Such
sensitivities are consistent with Dewar (1998) who con-
cluded from a completely different approach that the
phase speeds corrections were opposed to the anticy-
clonic sense of the gyre.

The question of the presence of discrete modes in the
Antarctic Circumpolar Current (ACC) is worth discuss-
ing briefly. The present theory is obviously more ap-
propriate in the geometry of the ACC, and the results
are obtained with appropriate fits of U and N to me-
ridionally averaged quantities using the complete data
from the Ajax section assumed representative enough
of the ACC. Variations of R2 are obtained similarly by
varying the amplitude of the surface flow keeping con-
stant all other parameters. The velocity profile is that of
a broad eastward shear while the N2 profile is more
trapped to the surface. The eigenvalue diagram for the
first mode in Fig. 8b is somewhat similar to the previous
eastward shear case with 10%–20% increase in west-
ward phase speed but with an important difference.
The critical value of R2 below which no discrete modes
are present is higher (R2 � 19). When observed meridi-
onally averaged values of the shear in the ACC are
used, the value of R2 � 4 so obtained is lower than
critical, and so no discrete long Rossby modes are to be
expected in the region.

6. Integral relations

Integral relations are useful to shed some light on the
links between the phase speed of the waves and their
vertical modal structure. Since such relations are not
unique however, the choice of a particular relation is
often motivated by the need to illustrate a particular
point. For instance, Killworth et al. (1997) derived an
integral relation aimed at emphasizing that the per-
turbed phase speed is mainly due to the difference be-
tween two large terms, namely between the Doppler

shift effect due to the mean flow and the modification
of the background potential vorticity gradient; in that
case, the integral relation is the best that can be derived
to illustrate the non–Doppler shift effect that arises
when the mean flow projects entirely on the first baro-
clinic mode because, when this is so, the two large terms
cancel exactly. In this paper, we derive an integral re-
lation whose main purpose is to show that the natural
quantity affecting the phase speed is not the meridional
gradient of the potential vorticity fN2, as one would
expect from the fact that the latter is a 3D materially
conserved quantities along particle trajectories, but of
the quantity N2/f. The relation allows us to illustrate the
role of U and of its curvature Uzz in a different way. To
see this, let us multiply (8) by �* (complex conjugate)
and add to the result the product of � with the complex
conjugate of (8). The expression is integrated with re-
spect to z over the depth interval and after several in-
tegrations by parts we obtain

Cr �

�
�H

0

U |	z |2 dz � �
�H

0 ��N2

f 2 � Uzz� |	 |2 dz

�
�H

0

|	z |2 dz

.

�20�

The first term is akin to a Doppler shift by the mean
flow, while the third shows directly the effect of its
curvature. The weighting by the eigenfunctions is in-
structive: because the weighting of the Doppler shift
term implies the first derivative of the eigenfunction, it
is expected that the advective nature of the mode grows
with the vertical structure of the mode at the expense of
the size of third term, a result fully consistent with our
previous calculations and which extends the 21⁄2-layer
conclusion of Liu (1999) to the continuously stratified
case. Consider now the case of positive curvature, that
is, a near-surface intensified eastward mean flow. This
Uzz contribution appears analogous to a net increase of
the stratification thereby increasing the westward phase
speed. This is countered by the first term, which is cer-
tainly positive when the top-trapped character of the
eigenfunctions is taken into account. The reverse is true
for a near-surface westward mean flow where the cur-
vature lowers the stratification. The expression helps to
rationalize the behaviors of the first mode phase speeds
for the top-trapped mean flows (piecewise constant
shear and exponential profiles) examined in sections 4
and 5: we observe that in either cases the curvature
effect dominates over that of the Doppler shift. Group-
ing together the second and third terms in (20), the
gradient of the large-scale potential vorticity (pv) Q �
fN2 (where N2 � Bz) would have been expected to
emerge to control the phase speed, but this is not the
case. The meridional gradient of Q is

�Q

�y
� �N2 � fBzy � �N2 � f 2Uzz
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after use of the thermal wind ( fUz � �By). Although
the mean pv gradient has been found so important for
the instabilities (i.e., the imaginary parts of the phase
speed), it does not appear to control the real part of the
phase speed, and it is instead the meridional gradient of
the quantity N2/f, which appears when the second and
third term in (20) are summed up. Suppose now (R. S.
Schopp 2004, personal communication) that the mean
flow is such that the gradient of potential vorticity van-
ishes, then the gradient of N2/f doubles, leading to an
increase in westward first-mode phase speeds, which is
to be compared with the 56% increase calculated by de
Szoeke and Chelton (1999) when discussing the case of
a vanishing pv mean flow. These comments, which are
of a qualitative nature, are not meant to say that the
first Doppler shift term is unimportant but that it does
not govern the sign of the corrections to the first-mode
phase speed for the family of mean flows profiles con-
sidered herein.

7. Conclusions

At low latitudes (R2 � 1) and when the mean flow is
westward (at the surface in the southern branches of
the subtropical gyres), the effect of the mean flow is
small and acts to decrease the standard phase speed. It
is progressively much more important for the higher
modes (usually no discrete modes higher than the first
three are found). When the latitude increases, R2 de-
creases and the mean flow effect increases. Based on
exponential profiles of zonal flow and stratification, the
phase speed variations for surface eastward flows be-
tween 30° and 50°N (the northern branches of the sub-
tropical gyres) can show an increase by a factor of 2 to
3 when R2 is between 1 and 5. Only in this window is the
mean flow contribution sizeable. At even higher lati-
tudes (larger than 50°N), when R2 is less than values
around one (eastward flow case), the first discrete
mode ceases to exist altogether. The case of the ACC
appears to be in this regime. For higher modes, the
analytical examples constructed from linear shears
show that the critical cutoff occurs at still higher values
of R2, that is, implying lower latitudes or weaker shears.
Outside of these trapping regions, only the continuous
modes are present. Because they have phase speeds in
the range of the baroclinic mean velocities, they exhibit
singularities for the buoyancy perturbations at the criti-
cal layer and cannot exist as such. They can become
part of a physical picture only with the addition of in-
stability (complex c), transience, and (or) mixing but
cannot be part of a steady-state, conservative wave
theory.

These numerical results can be reproduced qualita-
tively with a simple analytical model with piecewise
constant shear, which shows the importance of the cur-
vature of the mean flow Uzz. The existence of cutoffs
for R2 values of order one, the perhaps surprising effect

of westward (respectively, eastward) shear at the sur-
face which decrease (respectively, increase) the west-
ward speeds of the standard theory, are all reproduced
with the piecewise constant shear case. We have shown
how this behavior may be discussed with the help of an
integral relation for the phase speed (given in section
6), which shows that the mean flow curvature plays the
role of a stratification (positive curvature increasing the
stratification) and that this effect dominates over that
of advection (the Doppler shift term). Surprisingly, it is
not the gradient of potential vorticity that appears in
the expression for the phase speed but that of the quan-
tity N2/f . We stress that the importance of the curva-
ture term in (20) that we report has been obtained un-
der the assumptions of constant sign shear profiles, with
large shear in the thermocline and small shear below.
Our conclusions agree qualitatively with Dewar’s
(1998) and Liu’s (1999) low-resolution (three layer)
work. There are indeed exceptions to the behavior
found in our study. First, Killworth et al. (1997) draw
attention to the noninteraction of wave and mean flow
when U has the shape of a standard (U � 0) baroclinic
mode. As was pointed out to us by one reviewer, this
same study gives examples (their Fig. 14) where the
Doppler shift term is as important as the curvature
term. In these examples, the mean flow profiles have
more vertical structure with several internal extrema
and fall out of the top-trapped, constant sign shear
cases studied herein.

In their review of the observations, Fu and Chelton
(2000) consider that within 15° and 30° latitude, the
standard theory without a mean flow can be judged
adequate to explain most of the observations. This is
consistent with the present results: the large values of
R2 that are found at those latitudes imply indeed very
small corrections to the standard theory. This is also
consistent with the studies of Sturges and Hong (1995;
Sturges et al. 1998), who have found the standard
theory adequate to reproduce the sea level observa-
tions from a long-wave model forced by wind stress curl
variability at decadal periods. It is at latitudes between
30° and 50° that the increase in westward phase speeds
and a call to the baroclinic mean flow theory is justified
to rationalize the observations. The present study
shows that, when the mean flow effect is such that the
parameter R2 is O(1), we are in the neighborhood of
the cut off for the existence of the first mode. We con-
jecture that the absence of observed zonal propagation
at high latitudes may be due to this effect. This is an
alternative to the view that the absence of Rossby
waves might be due to the existence of critical latitudes,
which appear when dispersive effects are kept into ac-
count, poleward of which Rossby waves are evanescent
(Gill 1982).

Although Killworth et al. (1997) find an increase (al-
beit a small one) in westward phase speeds at low lati-
tudes, the present study, as that of Dewar (1998),
shows a decrease in the regions of westward mean flow
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(the southern branch of the subtropical gyre). In their
calculations of phase speeds for the World Ocean, two
criteria were used by Killworth et al. (1997) to select
phase speeds at each location: the first (which was fi-
nally chosen) was a criterion of minimum value of the
real part of the phase speed, while the second was a
criterion of smoothness in the vertical. In the words of
these authors, “These two solutions were identical only
in about half the locations, with the smooth solution
preferentially having a very weak east–west phase
speed dependence.” Automating the choice of eigen-
values is far from a trivial task, however. As recalled
earlier, continuous spectrum solutions are not smooth
(being singular at the critical level) and complex eigen-
values are common as well: it is possible that their cri-
terion selected eigenvalues pertaining to these latter
categories instead of the discrete spectrum one.

A natural extension of the present work is to con-
tinue the examination of “idealized case studies” to in-
clude richer mean flow structures beyond the mono-
tonic profiles studied herein and explore the predictive
power of the integral relation (20). This same approach
could also be applied to the combined mean flow–
topography problem to find out where and if Tailleux
and McWilliams’ (2001) deep pressure compensation
can explain some of the observations.
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